
Development Framework
Former Tynedale PIC 

Site Details
Site Name: Former Tynedale PIC (Promoting 
Independence Centre)    
  
Address: Former Tynedale PIC, 
Holburn Lane, Ryton, Gateshead

Land owner
Gateshead Council    

Site Parameters Plan
Gross Site Area:  0.37 ha   
Housing Range: 5 to 8 houses, up to 20 apart-
ments.
House Type: Terraced, semi-detached, detached, 
apartments or conversion
Height:  Max two-storey

1. Approximately 7  units (detached and semi-detached) with a primary frontage towards Holburn 
Lane. The building line established by the PIC to be retained to ensure the impact on the Conservation 
Area is not unduly altered.  This layout is based on the assessment that subject to planning permission, 
demolition would be acceptable, provided any new development would have a neutral impact or 
improvement to the Conservation Area.

2.Private outside space for each property would be created at the rear of the homes at the west. This also 
gives a good offset from the Locally Listed Ferndene Park.  

3. The  well established trees fronting Holburn Lane and much of the green space immediately next to 
this to be retained. This again, lessens the impact on the Conservation Area. The stone wall that backs 
onto the pavement should also be retained.

4.The existing access into the site will require a minor modification to improve the visibility to the south 
of the access.  (Details to be discussed with the Transport Planning team )

5. A single road at the front of the properties will allow direct vehicular access to each dwelling.

6. The footpath on the opposite side of Holburn Lane will provide the main pedestrian link along this 
route. Whilst the footpath at the west of Holburn Lane is narrow, this is a well established route with 
options to use the footpath across the road.
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Development Framework
Former Tynedale PIC 

1. Five larger detached (Between 1 and 2 storeys) units positioned across the site. The majority of the 
units align with the existing building line of the PIC. A single dwelling moves forward of this towards 
Holburn Lane, but does not go beyond the building line of this properties to the north. A single dwelling 
is also positioned closer to the western boundary, however this is closer to the boundary with more 
recent development and still allows a respectful distance from the Locally Listed Ferndene Park. Frontage 
should address Holburn Lane and the main internal roads as a priority, however the unit sitting proud 
of the existing building line should avoid a blank gable towards Holburn Lane,  by incorporating corner 
turning features for example2.Private outside space for each property would be created at the rear of 
the homes. This gives a good offset from the Locally Listed Ferndene Park and from the properties to the 
north.  This layout is based on the assessment that subject to planning permission, demolition would 
be acceptable, provided any new development would have a neutral impact or improvement to the 
Conservation Area.

3. The  well established trees fronting Holburn Lane and much of the green space immediately next to 
this to be retained. This again, lessens the impact on the Conservation Area. The stone wall that backs 
onto the pavement should also be retained.

4. Further green space could be created at this southern edge to better meet the boundary and tidy the 
space.

5. The existing access into the site will require a minor modification to improve the visibility to the south 
of the access.  (Details to be discussed with the Transport Planning team )

6. A single road at the front of the properties will allow direct vehicular access to each dwelling.

7. The footpath on the opposite side of Holburn Lane will provide the main pedestrian link along this 
route. Whilst the footpath at the west of Holburn Lane is narrow, this is a well established route with 
options to use the footpath across the road.
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Development Framework
Former Tynedale PIC 

1. Refurbishment of the existing Tynedale PIC  building, essentially using the shell of the building. 
This would likely require internal alterations as whilst the existing property allowed for 27 units many 
of these would have been single or two room dwellings dependent on communal facilities within 
the centre. It is speculated that between 14 and 20 apartments for domestic residential use could be 
accommodated within this shell. The benefit of retaining the building is that there will be no impact on 
the Conservation Area, including no demolition.

2.Semi-private, shared external space would be provided  in the same areas as with the PIC . Again this 
still allows for a neutral impact on the Conservation Area and any surrounding designated and non-
designated heritage assets.  

3. The  well established trees fronting Holburn Lane and much of the green space immediately next to 
this to be retained. This again, lessens the impact on the Conservation Area. The stone wall that backs 
onto the pavement should also be retained.

4. The existing access into the site will require a minor modification to improve the visibility to the south 
of the access.  (Details to be discussed with the Transport Planning team )

5.  The internal road system would be retained as is.

6. Parking would be retained as is currently, with some opportunity to expand this if needed.

7. The footpath on the opposite side of Holburn Lane will provide the main pedestrian link along this 
route. Whilst the footpath at the west of Holburn Lane is narrow, this is a well established route with 
options to use the footpath across the road.
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Development Framework
Former Tynedale PIC 

1. Creation of apartments on a similar footprint to the existing PIC building. Keeping to the same 
footprint and height should result in a neutral impact on the Conservation Area and designated and non 
designated heritage assets in the area, provided the external appearance is dealt with appropriately. It is 
assumed that up to 20 apartments for domestic residential use could be accommodated on this footprint. 
The key frontage will be towards Holburn Lane at the east as the most public facing elevation. Owing to 
the visibility of the  rear of the site from the park, this elevation should also be carefully designed. This 
layout is based on the assessment that subject to planning permission, demolition would be acceptable, 
provided any new development would have a neutral impact or improvement to the Conservation Area.

2.Semi-private, shared external space. At the west this gives a buffer from the Locally Listed Ferndene 
Park and a the north some separation from the existing dwellings.   

3. The  well established trees fronting Holburn Lane and much of the green space immediately next to 
this to be retained. This again, lessens the impact on the Conservation Area. The stone wall that backs 
onto the pavement should also be retained.

4. The existing access into the site will require a minor modification to improve the visibility to the south 
of the access.  (Details to be discussed with the Transport Planning team )

5.  The internal road system would be retained as is.

6. Parking would be retained as is currently, with some opportunity to expand this if needed.

7. The footpath on the opposite side of Holburn Lane will provide the main pedestrian link along this 
route. Whilst the footpath at the west of Holburn Lane is narrow, this is a well established route with 
options to use the footpath across the road.
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1. Site on the eastern edge of the Ryton Conservation Area

2.Locally Listed Ferndene Park

3. Ryton Hotel site

4. Ryton Towers Residential Care Home

5. Local Chemist

6. The Holy Cross Church and associated listed buildings

7. Co-op Supermarket and Ryyton Social Club 

8. Sainsbury’s Local and other local facilities including post office.

9. Holburn Dene

10. Local Nature Reserve (also within boundary of Newburn Ford Battlefield)

11. B6317 allowing access east to central Gateshead and into Newcastle and West to Northumberland

12. Local Northern Rail line connecting east west. Nearest stations are Blaydon (east) and Wylam (west)
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1. Tynedale PIC still stands on the site.

2.Grassed area with some walkways around the fringes

3.Fence giving separation from the public front of the site

4. High quality trees and stone wall to be retained

5.  Existing Parking Area

6.Existing communal bin storage

7. Stone wall (at varying height) bounding the public footpath at the south. To be retained. 

8. Fence onto the Locally Listed Ferndene Park (c1.8m). 
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Site Characteristics and Context
The site is currently vacant, but contains the former Tynedale PIC building and the associated infrastructure of a car park, bin store and grassed areas. The site gently slopes up, south to north 
and east to west.  The trees that bound Holburn Lane, the stone wall and the elevated grassed area here are some of the strongest features of the site. 

There is a clinic and chemists in the village (150m). The majority of other services e.g. small supermarket, are on the Main Street (B6317), which can be accessed through the park (350m), 
though it should be noted that lighting in the park may need improvement and this route is unlikely to be suitable for everyone, particularly at certain times of the day.

Policy Guidance
National policy and guidance is set out in the National Planning Policy Framework and Planning Practice Guidance. 
Local planning policies include the Core Strategy and Urban Core Plan (CSUCP), and saved policies from the Gateshead Unitary Development Plan (UDP) and emerging policies in the Local Plan 
Document, Making Spaces for Growing Places (MSGP).
Nationally Described Space Standards (Policy M4(2)) of the MSGP, will come into effect when the Local Plan Document is adopted.
Policies regarding sub-division of gardens and grounds in the Conservation Area have been considered. It is thought that the development as proposed here would not be prohibited by these 
policies.

Relevant Statutory and Non-statutory Designations

The site is positioned within the Ryton Conservation Area and directly adjacent to the Locally Listed Ferndene Park (to the west). There are more Locally Listed buildings located to the west 
of the site, none of which should be affected by development on the site. Newburn Ford Battle Field (heritage asset) is located less than 100m to the north. A Local Nature reserve is located 
within some of the boundary of the battlefield area also. 

All trees on site are protected by virtue of their position within the Conservation Area.
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1. Sole access to the site via Holburn Lane. This access is likely to require some minor modification. Details to be discussed with the Transport 
Planning Team.

2. Internal road layout gives access to car parking and allows a turning head for larger vehicles.

3. Public footpath runs along the southern boundary of the site, behind high stone wall.

4.Holburn Lane is a narrow but well used route. 

5. The footpath alongside the development site is particularly narrow at 0.5m. This width continues north into the village.

6.The footpath on the opposite side of Holburn Lane is standard width
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Drainage, Flood Risk and Landscape
The site is at low risk from all forms of flooding but any development should still ensure that flood risk is not increased elsewhere. 

If the site is developed for 10 homes are more, Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SuDS) will need to be incorporated. Appropriate SuDS components would be: permeable paving, detention 
basins and other methods. 

To avoid harm to the existing, protected trees along the east boundary the access point should remain the same. Similarly the boundary wall at both the east and the south are positive landscape 
features that should be retained.

Contamination Issues
The site has not been subject to significant previous contaminative site usage with no industrial/ commercial development occurring within the site boundaries. The site is not situated within a Coal 
Authority defined “High Risk Areas” but is near to two designated areas. It is recommended that a Coal Authority report is obtained from the Coal Authority to confirm potential risk.

The site is low risk for potential ground contamination. A preliminary risk assessment will need to be carried out to identify potential risk and depending on the results an intrusive Phase II site 
investigation may be required. Consideration should be given to the potential presence of mine gases from underlying coal measures.                                                                                                  

Transport 
The closest bus stops are located on Barmoor Lane (150m away); an hourly service linking to Clara Vale, Ryton Centre, Blaydon, Winlaton and Rowlands Gill. A greater number of bus services can be 
accessed on Main Street, which is approximately 300m away through the park. From May 2019 Holburn Lane will have a ‘shopper’ bus service between the morning and evening peak Monday to 
Saturday. This will be a ‘hail and ride’ service.

The site is close to local and national cycling networks. Weatherproof cycle parking should be provided for each dwelling.

A travel plan or transport assessment would not be required for a development between 7-10 dwellings, but will likely be needed should apartments be considered.

Ecology
Habitats and features within and adjacent the site have the potential to support statutorily protected and priority species, including: bats, breeding birds and hedgehog.

An ecological survey, assessment and mitigation report will be required in support of any future application for planning permission.  All survey work and reporting must be undertaken by a suita-
bly qualified ecologist and in accordance with relevant good practice guidance.

Design proposals should seek to retain and integrate existing features of ecological value (e.g. mature trees) and provided enhanced opportunities for biodiversity.

CIL and other obligations
CIL Residential Zone B  - there would be a charge of £30/sqm for housing (C3) use on this site.
Possible Section 106 Agreement:- Ecological Survey work depending on outcome of assessments. Affordable housing will be required if 15 units or more.

Availability
Available

*The above information is correct at the time of writing (March 2019)


